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The Hydrogen Economy

A case is made for an energy regime in which all energy

sources would be used to produce hydrogen, which could

then be distributed as a nonpolluting multipurpose fuel

by Derek P. Gregory

The basic dilemma represented by
what has been termed the “world
energy crisis” can be simply stat-

ed: At the very time that the world
economy in general and the economies
of the industrialized countries in partic-
ular are becoming increasingly depen-
dent on the consumption of energy,
there is a growing realization that the
main sources of this energy-the earth’s
nonrenewable fossil-fuel reserves-will
inevitably be exhausted, and that in any
event the natural environment of the
earth cannot readily assimilate the by-
products of fossil-fuel consumption at
much higher rates than it does at present
without suffering unacceptable levels of
pollution.

What is not generally recognized is
that the eventual solution of the energy
problem depends not only on develop-
ing alternative sources of energy but
also on devising new methods of energy
conversion. There is, after all, plenty of
“raw” energy around, but either it is not
in a form convenient for immediate use
or it is not in a location close enough to
where it is needed. Most of the research-
and-development effort in progress in
the U.S. on the energy problem is de-
voted to finding ways to convert chemi-
cal energy (derived from fossil fuels),
nuclear energy (derived from fission or
fusion reactions) and solar energy (de-
rived directly from the sun) into elec-
trical energy.

At present nuclear-fission plants sup-
ply about 1.6 percent of the electricity

consumed in the U.S. (Of the remainder,
fossil-fuel plants supply about 82 per-
cent and hydroelectric plants about 16
percent.) Assuming that the develop-
ment of economically feasible “breeder”
reactors will soon eliminate any short-
term concern about the resource limita-
tion of nuclear energy, then by the year
2000 nuclear plants may be supplying
as much as half of the nation’s elec-
tricity.

If this projection is correct, and if the
“energy gap” of the future is to be filled
with nuclear power made available to
the consumer in the form of electricity,
then the U.S. will have gone a long way
toward becoming an “all-electric econ-
omy.” This trend can be detected al-
ready: the demand for electricity is cur-
rently growing in the U.S. at a much
higher rate than the overall energy de-
mand [see illustration on next page]. It
has been estimated that whereas the
overall U.S. energy consumption will
double by the year 2000, the demand
for electricity will increase about eight-
fold, raising the electrical share of total
energy consumption from about 10 per-
cent to more than 40 percent.

and heavy industrial processes, all of
which are primarily supplied today with
fossil-fuel energy, mainly for reasons of
economy and portability. As the fossil
fuels run out, they will become more ex-
pensive, making the direct use of nu-
clear electrical energy relatively more
economical. In this situation a case can
be made for utilizing the nuclear-energy
sources indirectly to produce a synthetic
secondary fuel that would be delivered
more cheaply and would be easier to use
than electricity in many large-scale ap-
plications. In this article I shall discuss
the merits of what I consider to be the
leading candidate for such a secondary
fuel: hydrogen gas.

In many respects hydrogen is the ideal
fuel. Although it is not a “natural’

The question naturally arises: How
desirable is this trend toward a pre-
dominantly electrical economy? Specifi-
cally, are there any other forms of en-
ergy that can be delivered to the point
of use more cheaply and less obtrusive-
ly than electrical energy can? Consider
such major energy-consumption cate-
gories as transportation, space heating

fuel, it can be readily synthesized from
coal, oil or natural gas. More important,
it can be produced simply by splitting
molecules of water with an input of elec-
trical energy derived from an energy
source such as a nuclear reactor. Per-
haps the greatest advantage of hydrogen
fuel, however, at least from an environ-
mental standpoint, is the fact that when
hydrogen burns, its only combustion
product is water! None of the traditional
fossil-fuel pollutants-carbon monoxide
(CO), carbon dioxide (CO,), sulfur di-
oxide (SO,), hydrocarbons, particulates,
photochemical oxidants and so on-can
be produced in a hydrogen flame, and
the small amount of nitrogen oxide (NO)
that is formed from the air entering the
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HYDROGEN ENERGY ECONOMY would operate with hydrogen in the form of hydrogen gas underground or in the form of liquid
as a synthetic secondary fuel produced from water in large nuclear hydrogen aboveground. The hydrogen would then be distributed
or solar power stations (left). The hydrogen would be fed into a as it is needed to energy consumers for use  either as a direct heat-
nationwide network of underground transmission lines (center), ing fuel, as a raw material for various chemical processes or as
which would incorporate facilities for storing the energy, either a source of energy for the local generation of electricity (right).

ment that one does not consider syn-
thesizing a secondary chemical fuel;
then one must face the prospect of gen-
erating and transmitting very large
quantities of electricity. To meet the ris-
ing demand for electricity in the U.S.
new generating stations are already be-
ing constructed in sizes larger than ever
before. A few years ago a 500-megawatt
power station was considered a giant.
Today l,OOO-megawatt  stations are typi-
cal, and the electrical industry is con-
templating lO,OOO-megawatt installa-
tions for the future.

In spite of the intensive efforts of their
designers, the efficiency of steam-driven
electric-power stations is still fairly low:
about 40 percent for a modern fossil-fuel
plant and 33 percent for a nuclear plant
[see “The Conversion of Energy,” by
Claude M. Summers; SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CAN, September, 1971]. As a result the
waste heat released from these large
plants, or clusters of plants, is consider-
able. Accordingly they must be located
near large bodies of water where ample
cooling is available or in open country
where cooling to the atmosphere will
have no adverse local effects. Concern
over the safety of nuclear reactors is also
having a strong influence on the location
of such plants. Because of these con-
straints the huge power stations of the
future are likely to be built at distances
of 50 miles or more from the load cen-
ters. Power stations located on offshore

platforms floating in the ocean are al-
ready planned for the U.S. East Coast.

Power must be moved from the gener-
ating stations to the load centers. High-
voltage overhead cables are expensive,
in terms of both equipment costs and the
land they occupy, and they are vulner-
able to storm damage. Moreover, the
electrical industry is encountering con-
siderable resistance to the continued
stringing of overhead power-transmis-
sion lines in many areas. Underground
cables for carrying bulk power cost at
least nine times (and sometimes up to 20
times) as much as overhead lines and
thus are far too expensive to be used
over long distances. Underground trans-
mission is used only where the expense is
justified by other considerations, such as
aesthetic appearance or very expensive
right-of-way. Much work is being done
to develop cryogenic superconducting
cables, which would allow large cur-
rents to be carried underground at a
reasonable cost. At present, however, the
technology is still at an early stage of de-
velopment.

Some form of electrical storage would
be of great value to the electrical indus-
try, because power stations work most
efficiently when operated at constant
output at their full rated load. Since con-
sumer demand varies widely both sea-
sonally and during the day, however, the
generating rate must be adjusted con-
tinuously. The only practical way avail-

able today to store large quantities of
electrical energy is the pumped-storage
plant, a reversible hydroelectric station;
unfortunately only a limited number of
sites are geographically suitable for such
systems.

Thus it appears that several of the
problems faced by the electrical in-

dustry-the siting of power stations, the
expense of underground transmission
and the lack of storage-are being ampli-
fied by factors that lead to larger and
more remote power stations. The hydro-
gen-economy concept could help to al-
leviate these problems.

Hydrogen can be transmitted and dis-
tributed by pipeline in much the same
way that natural gas is handled today.
The movement of fuel by pipeline is one
of the cheapest methods of energy trans-
mission; hydrogen pipelining would be
no exception. A gas-delivery system is
usually located underground and is
therefore inconspicuous. It also occupies
less land area than an electric-power
line. Hydrogen can also be stored in
huge quantities by the very same tech-
niques used for natural gas today.

Let us take a look at the existing gas-
transmission network in the U.S. In 1970
a total mileage of 252,000 miles of trunk
pipeline was in operation, carrying a
total of 22.4 trillion cubic feet of gas dur-
ing the year [see illustration on pages 18
and 19]. Such a pipeline system is



needed because natural-gas sources are
located in certain parts of the country,
whereas markets for the gas exist in other
areas.

In the hydrogen economy hydrogen
gas would be produced from large nu-
clear-energy (or solar-energy) plants lo-
cated in places that provide optimum
cooling and other environmental facili-
ties. Even coal-fueled hydrogen genera-
tors, located close to the mine mouths,
could be integrated into this power-gen-
eration network. A pipeline transmission
system would grow up to link these loca-
tions to the cities in a way analogous to
the growth of the natural-gas transmis-
sion system.

The technology for the construction
and operation of natural-gas pipelines
has been well developed and proved. A
typical trunk pipeline, 600 to 1,000 miles
long, consists of a welded steel pipe up
to 48 inches in diameter that is buried
underground with appropriate protec-
tion against mechanical failure and/or
electrochemical corrosion. Gas is pumped
along the line by gas-driven compressors
spaced along the line typically at lOO-
mile intervals, using some of the gas in
the line as their fuel. Typical line pres-
sures are 600 to 800 pounds per square
inch, but some systems operate at more

than 1,000 pounds per square inch. A
typical 36-inch pipeline has a capacity
of 37,500 billion British thermal units
(B.t.u.)  per hour, or in electrical equiva-
lent units 11,000 megawatts, roughly 10
times as much as a single-circuit 500-
kilovolt overhead transmission line.

Because of the lower heating value of
hydrogen (325 B.t.u.  per cubic foot com-
pared with about 1,000 B.t.u.  per cubic
foot for natural gas) three times the vol-

Natural gas is not the only gas to be

ume of hydrogen must be moved in order

moved in bulk pipelines, although no
other gas is moved on such a scale. Car-

to deliver the same energy. Hydrogen’s

bon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen
and oxygen are all delivered in bulk by
pipeline. So far industry has had no

density and viscosity are so much lower,

incentive to pipeline hydrogen in huge

however, that the same pipe can handle

quantities over great distances, but
where it now pipelines hydrogen over

three times the flow rate of hydrogen, al-

short distances it uses conventional nat-
ural-gas pipeline materials and pres-

though a somewhat larger compressor

sures. There is no technical reason why
hydrogen cannot be pipelined over any

energy is required. Thus where existing

distance required.

pipelines happen to be suitably located,
they could be converted to hydrogen
with the same energy-carrying capacity.

Cryogenic storage of natural gas is a
rapidly growing technique; at 76 loca-
tions in the U.S. “peak shaving” opera-

In the hydrogen economy it will be
possible to store vast quantities of hydro-

tions involving liquefied natural gas are

gen to even out the daily and seasonal
variations in load. Natural gas is stored
today in two ways: in underground gas

in use or under construction. There is no

fields and as a cryogenic liquid. At 337

technical reason why a similar peak-

locations in the U.S. natural gas is stored
in underground porous-rock formations

shaving technique cannot be employed

with a total capacity of 5,681 billion cu-
bic feet. Whether hydrogen can be

with liquid hydrogen. Liquid hydrogen

stored in underground porous rock can
be finally ascertained only by future field

used to be considered a hazardous labo-

trials. At present, however, 30 billion
cubic feet of helium, a low-density gas

ratory curiosity, but it is already being

with leakage characteristics similar to
those of hydrogen, is stored quite satis-

used as a convenient means of storing

factorily in an underground reservoir
near Amarillo, Tex.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS of the present fossil-fuel energy
cycle and the proposed hydrogen-fuel energy cycle are compared
here. When fossil fuels are burned to release their stored energy
(top),  the environment is relied on to accommodate the combus-
tion by-products. The re-formation of the fossil fuels from atmo-

spheric carbon dioxide takes millions of years (broken he). On
the other hand, when hydrogen is burned as a fuel (bottom), the
only combustion product is water, which is easily assimilated by
the environment. The fuel cycle is completed rapidly without de-
pleting  limited resources or accumulating harmful waste products.
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and transporting hydrogen over long dis-
tances. Liquid hydrogen is regularly
shipped around the U.S. in railroad tank
cars and road trailers. The technology
for the liquefaction and tankage of hy-
drogen has already been developed,
mainly for the space industry. Indeed,
the largest liquid-hydrogen storage tank
is at the John F. Kennedy Space Center;
it has a capacity of 900,000 gallons,
equivalent to 37.7 billion B.t.u. or 11
million kilowatt-hours [see illustration at
right]. Although the energy content of
this tank is only about 4 percent of the
energy content of a typical liquid-natu-
ral-gas peak-shaving plant, its energy
capacity is 73 percent of the capacity of
the world’s largest pumped-storage hy-
droelectric plant, located at Ludington,
Mich.

The cryogenic approach to energy
storage has the advantage of being ap-
plicable in any location, no matter what
the geography or geology, factors that
limit both underground gas storage and
pumped hydroelectric storage.

T
he simplest way to manufacture hy-
drogen using nuclear energy is by

electrolysis, a process in which a direct
electric current is passed through a con-
ductive water solution, causing it to de-
compose directly into its elementary con-
stituents: hydrogen and oxygen. Com-
plete separation of the two gases is
achieved, since they are evolved sepa-
rately at the two electrodes, Salts or alka-
lis, which have to be added to the water
to increase conductivity, are not con-
sumed; thus the only input material re-
quired is pure water.

A number of large-scale electrolytic
hydrogen plants are operated today in
locations where hydrogen is needed (for
example in the manufacture of ammonia
and fertilizers) and where cheap electric
power (usually hydroelectric power) is
available. One of the largest commercial
electrolyzer plants in the world is oper-
ated by Cominco, Ltd., in British Co-
lumbia [see illustration on page 20].
This plant consumes about 90 mega-
watts of power and produces about 36
tons of hydrogen per day for synthesis
into ammonia. The by-product oxygen is
used in metallurgical processes. Similar
large plants are located in Norway and
Egypt. Many smaller plants exist where
hydrogen is produced from unattended
equipment.

The theoretical power required to pro-
duce hydrogen from water is 79 kilo-
watt-hours per 1,000 cubic feet of hy-
drogen gas. In practice the large in-
dustrial plants are only about 60 percent

ENERGY STORAGE in the form of liquefied hydrogen is already a routine practice in the
space industry. This vacuum-insulated cryogenic tank at the John F. Kennedy Space Center,
for example, contains 900,000 gallons of liquid hydrogen for fueling the Apollo rockets. It
is the largest facility of its kind in existence. In terms of energy its contents are equivalent
to 37.7 British thermal units (B.t.u.) of heat or 11 million kilowatt-hours of electricity.

efficient; a typical power-consumption
figure is 150 kilowatt-hours per 1,000
cubic feet of hydrogen. This power re-
quirement represents a major part of the
plant’s operating cost. Thus there is a
considerable incentive-indeed, a real
need-to increase the operating efficien-
cy of such plants if one is to consider
using electrolytic hydrogen as a fuel.

The fuel cell, the subject of intensive
research and development as part of the
space program over the past 15 years, is
really an electrolyzer cell operating in
reverse. The simplest fuel cell to build
and operate is one that operates on hy-
drogen and oxygen, yielding water and
electric power as its products. Hydro-
gen-oxygen fuel cells were selected and
developed for both the Gemini and the
Apollo programs because of their high
efficiency, which reduces the amount of
fuel needed aboard the spacecraft to
supply its electric power. Much effort
has gone into developing fuel cells with
high efficiencies. This same technology
can be applied to increase the efficiency

of the reverse process: electrolysis. Elec-
trolytic cells are operating in aerospace
laboratories today with an efficiency of
more than 85 percent.

Increasing the electrolyzer efficiency
alone has relatively little merit as long
as the present power-station efficiency in
converting nuclear heat to electric power
is only about 33 percent. This efficiency
loss can, however, also be circumvented.
For example, Cesare Marchetti at the
Euratom laboratories in Italy has de-
signed a chemical process for the ther-
mal splitting of water to hydrogen and
oxygen directly using the heat energy
produced by a nuclear reactor. If water
is to be split into its elements directly, it
must be heated to very high tempera-
tures-about 2,500 degrees Celsius-to
achieve dissociation. Not only are such
temperatures not available from nuclear
reactors but also the gases cannot con-
veniently be separated from each other
before they recombine. It is possible to
conceive of a two-stage reaction in
which a metal, say, reacts with steam at
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a reasonable temperature to produce hy-
drogen and a metal oxide. The hydrogen
is easily separated from the metal oxide,
which in turn could be decomposed to
oxygen and the metal by the application
of heat. Unfortunately there does not ap-
pear to be any suitable metal that under-
goes such a series of reactions at tem-
peratures low enough to be compatible
with nuclear reactors, whose construc-
tion materials limit operating tempera-
tures to about 1,000 degrees C.

Marchetti’s concept, therefore, is a far
more complex reaction sequence involv-
ing calcium bromide (CaBr,), water
(H,O)  and mercury (Hg), in which, ex-
cept for the hydrogen and oxygen, all
the reactants are recycled. Each of the
reactions proceeds at temperatures be-
low 730 degrees C., which can be
achieved in a nuclear reactor. Although
the process appears to be feasible, de-
velopment work is still required to try to
bring the overall efficiency up and the
cost down to practical limits.

The quantities of hydrogen that the
hydrogen economy would require are
immense. For example, if we were to
produce today an amount of hydrogen
equivalent to the total production of
natural gas in the U.S., we would have
to provide during one year the same fuel
value as 22.5 trillion cubic feet of gas, or
22.5 quadrillion (1015)  B.t.u. of energy.
This corresponds to about 70 trillion
cubic feet of hydrogen, which, if we
could produce it at a steady rate all year
round from nuclear electrolytic plants,
would require an electrical input of more
than a million megawatts. The present
total electrical generating capacity in the
U.S. is 360,000 megawatts, so that we
are envisioning a fourfold increase in
generating capacity, which would re-
quire the construction of more than
1,000 new l,OOO-megawatt  power sta-
tions. That is in addition to the rapidly
increasing demand for electric power for
other uses. During the past five years, in
contrast, the electrical generating ca-
pacity in the U.S. has grown by “only”
105,000 megawatts.

Such a formidable task of increasing
capacity, however, does not follow sole-
ly from our turning to a hydrogen econo-
my. As our huge consumption of fossil
fuels declines in future years, we must
provide at least an equivalent alternative
energy source. Such numbers give a taste
of the energy revolution that must take
place within the next half-century.

At present the cheapest bulk hydrogen
is made from natural gas. Clearly

since hydrogen from such a source can-
not be cheaper than the starting materi-
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al, it cannot therefore be expected to re-
place natural gas as a fuel. Electrolytic
hydrogen is even more expensive, unless
very cheap electric power is available.
Today’s electricity prices are based on
supplying a fluctuating load, but the
capability of hydrogen storage would
even out the load and might reduce the
price of electricity somewhat.

Although the cost of hydrogen pro-
duced from electricity must always be
higher than the cost of the electricity, it
is the lower transmission and distribu-
tion cost of hydrogen compared with
electricity that makes it advantageous to
the user. The latest economic figures
published by the gas and electrical in-
dustries can be used to derive the pro-
duction, transmission and distribution
shares of average prices, charged to all
types of customers, for gas and electric-
ity, and these data can be compared in
turn with corresponding figures for
hydrogen made by electrolysis [see il-
lustration  on page 21]. The figures for
hydrogen are derived from the hypo-
thetical assumption that all the electric-
ity generated in the U.S. in 1970 was
converted to hydrogen, which was sent
through the existing natural-gas trans-
mission network (for an average distance
of 1,000 miles) and was delivered to cus-
tomers as a gaseous fuel. The electrolysis
charge of 56 cents per million B.t.u.  is
derived from AEC estimates of the cost
of building advanced electrolyzer cells.
The hydrogen transmission and distribu-
tion costs are based on natural-gas costs,
adjusted to take account of the different
physical properties and safety factors for
handling hydrogen.

Two things are obvious from such a
comparison. One is that today it is far
cheaper for the average customer to buy
energy in the form of natural gas than it
is in the form of electricity. The other is
that it should already be possible to sell
hydrogen energy to the gas user at a
lower price than he now pays for elec-
tricity. Clearly, however, this hydrogen
will find no markets while natural gas is
as cheap as it is.

Looking to the future, we see that
natural-gas prices, together with all fos-
sil-fuel prices, will increase rapidly.
These rises are brought about by their
short supply, by the influence of pollu-
tion regulations and by such social pres-
sures as land conservation and employee
welfare applied to the mining industry.
In contrast, the price of nuclear energy,
although apparently rising fast now, can
be expected to stabilize somewhat in the
breeder-reactor era because there will
then be no severe supply limit.

It is not possible at this time to fore-

cast accurately what the cost of hydro-
gen energy is likely to be, but one can
certainly look forward to considerably
increased prices for all forms of energy.
Even so, in the long run delivered hy-
drogen will be cheaper than delivered
natural gas and very probably also
cheaper than delivered electricity.

W
hen hydrogen becomes as universal-
ly available as natural gas is today,

it will easily perform all the functions of
natural gas and others besides. Hydro-
gen can be used in the home for cooking
and heating and in industry for heating;
in addition it can serve as a chemical
raw material in many industries, in-
cluding the fertilizer, foodstuffs, petro-

TRUNK PIPELINES extending for 252,000
miles (black lines)  already exist in the U.S.
for transmission of natural gas from areas



chemical and metallurgical industries.
Hydrogen can also be used to generate
electricity in local power stations.

The combustion properties of hydro-
gen are considerably different from those
of natural gas. Hydrogen burns with a
faster, hotter flame, and mixtures of hy-
drogen with air are flammable over
wider limits of mixture. These factors
mean that burners of hydrogen must be
designed differently from those of natu-
ral gas and that modification of every
burner will be necessary on changeover.
Such widespread modification is not
without precedent. A similar operation
was carried out when the U.S. changed
from manufactured gas (about 50 per-
cent hydrogen) to natural gas; several

European countries have recently un-
dertaken the same conversion.

Hydrogen, because it burns without
noxious exhaust products, can be used in
an unvented appliance without hazard.
Hence it is possible to conceive of a
home heating furnace operating without
a flue, thereby saving the cost of a chim-
ney and adding as much as 30 percent to
the efficiency of a gas-fired home heating
system. More radical changes are pos-
sible, moreover, because without the
need for a flue the concept of central
heating itself is no longer necessary.
Each room can have its heat supplied by
unflued peripheral heating devices oper-
ating on hydrogen independently of one
another. Indeed, the vented water vapor

would provide beneficial humidification.
Another radical change is the potential
use of catalytic heaters. Since hydrogen
is an ideal fuel for catalytic combustion,
true “flameless” gas heating is possible,
with the catalytic bed being maintained
at any desired temperature, even as low
as 100 degrees C. This prospect promises
to revolutionize domestic heating and
cooking techniques in the future. With
such low temperatures it is virtually im-
possible to produce nitrogen oxides, thus
eliminating the only possible pollutant
from a hydrogen system.

Hydrogen is also the ideal fuel for fuel
cells. The technological problems that
have faced the development of practical,
commercially economical fuel cells for

where the gas is produced (gray) to areas where it is consumed. tons) of natural gas per day. Similar networks of underground hy-
The system, which is constructed almost entirely of welded steel drogen-gas pipelines would enable the giant nuclear (or solar)
pipe, carries approximately 61.4 billion cubic feet (or 1.5 million power stations of the future to he located far from the load centers.
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more than a decade are very much re-
duced if hydrogen can be used as fuel.
Fuel-cell electricity generators operating
on hydrogen should be at least 70 per-
cent efficient and can realistically be ex-
pected to find a place in the home, in
commercial and industrial buildings and
in industry.  Larger,  urban electrical
generating stations could be fuel-cell
systems or could be hydrogen-fueled
steam stations. An earlier concept of
operating a closed-cycle stean-turbine
system on a hydrogen-oxygen fuel sup-
ply could become practical through the
use of rocket-engine technology. Work-
ers at  the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology have proposed such a sys-
tem for submarines; it has been reported
that an overall efficiency of 55 percent
can be anticipated from it.

Hydrogen is an excellent fuel for gas-
turbine engines and has been proposed
as a fuel for supersonic jet transports.

For this kind of use fuel storage and
tankage as liquid hydrogen are practical.
Although the large volume required may
make its use less attractive for subsonic
aircraft, the very considerable saving in
weight over an equivalent fuel load of
kerosene gives hydrogen a distinct ad-
vantage. Conventional internal-combus-
tion engines will also operate on hydro-
gen if they are suitably modified or re-
designed. R. J. Schoeppel of Oklahoma
State University and others have shown
that if hydrogen is injected into the en-
gine through a valve in a manner similar
to the way fuel is injected into a diesel
engine, the preignition characteristics of
hydrogen are overcome. Others, includ-
ing Marc Newkirk  of the International
Materials Corporation and Morris Klein
of the Pollution Free Power Corporation,
have reported satisfactory operation of
conventional automobile engines on  hy-
drogen using carburetor and manifold

modifications.  Meanwhile  William J. D .
Escher of Escher Technology Associates
has proposed a radically different ap-
proach to automobile engine design,
using a steam system fueled by both hy-
drogen and oxygen. The use of liquid hy-
drogen as a routine private-automobile
fuel is questionable on the ground of
safety, although it is probably applicable
to fleet users, such as bus lines and taxi-
cab fleets.

Richard H. Wiswall, Jr., and James J.
Reilly of the Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory have proposed the use of metal-
lic hydrides to store hydrogen as a fuel
for vehicles. A magnesium-alloy hydride
will store hydrogen energy as efficiently
(on a weight basis) as a tank of liquid
hydrogen, but some technical problems
must still be overcome. At present there
seems to be no single, obvious way in
which automobiles can be operated on
hydrogen fuel, but considerable work is

LARGE ELECTROLYZER PLANT for the production of hydro-
gen by the electrical decomposition of water is operated by Co-
minco, Ltd., in British Columbia. The 3,200 electrolytic cells, which
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cover more than two acres, consume about 90 megawatts of power
and produce about 36 tons of hydrogen per day for synthesis into
ammonia. By-product oxygen is used in metallurgical processes.



going on to investigate the various op-
tions available. If one has to synthesize
a suitable liquid fuel for automobiles and
aircraft, the starting material for the fuel
must be hydrogen in any case.

0 ne of the main criticisms of the hy-
drogen-economy concept is that hy-

drogen is too dangerous for use in this
way. Undoubtedly hydrogen is a hazard-
ous material and must be handled with
all due precautions. If it is handled prop-
erly, however, in equipment designed to
ensure its safety, anyone should be able
to use it without hazard.

In the days of manufactured gas (gas
made from coal), which consisted of up
to 50 percent hydrogen and contained
about 7 percent carbon monoxide, peo-
ple managed to live with the fire and ex-
plosion hazards of hydrogen as well as
the toxic hazards of carbon monoxide.
Of course, it takes only one major di-
saster to alert everyone to a hazard. The
most famous hydrogen accident, the
Hindenburg airship disaster of 1937, is
still remembered with awe. Indeed, the
almost universal fear of hydrogen has
been described as the “Hindenburg syn-
drome.” Spectacular as it was, however,
that fire was almost over within two
minutes, and of the 97 persons on board,
62 survived.

Very strict codes are enforced for the
use of natural gas today; even stricter
ones are applied to industry for the use
of hydrogen. Most of these codes are re-
alistically based on reducing the chances
of accidents. Just as we have designed
apparatus and procedures to enable us
to fill our automobile tanks with gasoline
and carry the resulting 20-gallon “fire
bomb” at speeds of up to 70 miles per
hour along a crowded highway and park
it overnight right inside our homes, we
can surely devise safe practices for han-
d l i n g  h y d r o g e n .

Hydrogen cannot be detected by the
senses, so that a leak of pure hydrogen
is particularly hazardous. Odorants  are
routinely used to make natural-gas leaks
obvious, however, and no doubt the
same can be done with hydrogen. Hy-
drogen flames are also almost invisible
and are therefore dangerous on this
score. Hence an illuminant may have
to be added to the gas to make the flame
visible. The flammability limits of hy-
drogen mixed with air are very wide,
from 4 to 75 percent. It is the lower limit,
almost the same as that for methane (5
percent in air), that causes the fire haz-
ard with a gas leak. On the benefit side,
however, since hydrogen is so much
lighter than air and diffuses away at a
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RELATIVE DELIVERED PRICES of various forms of energy are broken down in this
bar chart into the shares represented by production (solid color), transmission (inter-
mediate color) and distribution (light color). The comparison reveals that at present it is
much cheaper to buy energy in the form of natural gas than in the form of electricity.
Moreover, the breakdown shows that although the cost of hydrogen produced from elec-
tricity must always be higher than the cost of the electricity, the lower transmission and
distribution costs of hydrogen already make it possible to sell hydrogen energy to the gas
user at a delivered price lower than what he now pays for electricity. It is expected that
natural-gas prices, together with all fossil-fuel prices, will increase rapidly in the future.

far greater rate than methane, a hydro-
gen leak could actually be less hazardous
than a natural-gas leak. The most sig-
nificant hazardous property of hydrogen
is the extremely low energy required to
ignite a flammable mixture: only a tenth
of the energy required to ignite a gaso-
line-air mixture or a methane-air mixture
and well within the energy levels of a
spark of static electricity (a probable
cause of the Hindenburg fire, which oc-
curred just after a thunderstorm). Thus
safety practices will have to be based on
the assumption that if a hydrogen fire
can occur, it will! Huge quantities of
hydrogen are handled in industry quite
safely and without accident precisely
because proper precautions are taken.

To recapitulate briefly, our recover-
able fossil-fuel supplies will sooner or
later become exhausted; we are already
feeling the effects of the limited supply
by having to pay more for fossil-based
energy. Within the next 56 years we

must be prepared to pay considerably
more for energy from all sources, par-
ticularly for fossil fuels. One way of han-
dling nuclear and other energy sources
is to use them to convert water to hydro-
gen in large central plants and then to
use hydrogen as a clean, nonpolluting
fuel. Technically this is already feasible;
only relatively simple developments
have to be made, not approaching the
magnitude of the technical tasks of de-
veloping the alternative energy sources-
breeder reactors and solar engines-
themselves. Economics and safety are
the two obstacles to developing such a
hydrogen economy. A combination of
technical development and the expected
adjustment in relative energy prices can
justify the economics, and proper prac-
tices and design can ensure safety. If
and when we move into a hydrogen
economy, the world will undoubtedly be
a far cleaner place to live in than it is
today.
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